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                \begin{document}$p=r=1$\end{document}$, the MSECFP and MSEP become the split equality common fixed-point problem (SECFP) and split equality problem (SEP), respectively, which were first put forward by Moudafi \[[@CR1]\]. These allow asymmetric and partial relations between the variables *x* and *y*. They are applied in many situations, for instance, in game theory and in intensity-modulated radiation therapy (see \[[@CR2]\] and \[[@CR3]\]).
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                \begin{document}$p=r=1$\end{document}$, MSCFP ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) is known as the split common fixed-point problem (SCFP) and MSFP ([1.4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) is known as the split feasibility problem (SFP). Many iterative algorithms have been developed to solve the MSCFP and the MSFP. See, for example, \[[@CR7]--[@CR14]\] and the references therein.
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For solving the constrained MSFP, Censor et al. \[[@CR6]\] introduced the following proximity function: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For solving MSCFP ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) of directed operators, Censor and Segal \[[@CR23]\] introduced a parallel iterative algorithm as follows: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Wang and Xu \[[@CR24]\] proposed the following cyclic iterative algorithm for MSCFP ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) of directed operators: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For solving MSCFP ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), Tang and Liu \[[@CR25]\] introduced inner parallel and outer cyclic iterative algorithm: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$B^{\ast}B$\end{document}$). To overcome this shortage, we introduce parallel and cyclic iterative algorithms with self-adaptive step size to solve MSECFP ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) governed by firmly quasi-nonexpansive operators. We also propose two mixed iterative algorithms which combine the process of cyclic and parallel iterative methods and do not need the norms of bounded linear operators. As applications, we obtain several iterative algorithms to solve MSEP ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}).
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Concepts {#Sec3}
--------

Throughout this paper, we always assume that *H* is a real Hilbert space with the inner product $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 2.1 {#FPar1}
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### Definition 2.2 {#FPar2}
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Recall that the metric (nearest point) projection from *H* onto a nonempty closed convex subset *C* of *H*, denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 2.1 {#FPar3}

It is easily seen that a firmly nonexpansive operator is nonexpansive. Firmly quasi-nonexpansive operators contain firmly nonexpansive operators with a nonempty fixed-point set. A projection operator is firmly nonexpansive.

Mathematical model {#Sec4}
------------------
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We can formulate SFP ([2.2](#Equ20){ref-type=""}) as an optimization. First, we consider the following proximity function: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The well-known lemmas {#Sec5}
---------------------

The following lemmas will be helpful for our main results in the next section.

### Lemma 2.1 {#FPar4}

*Let* *H* *be a real Hilbert space*. *Then* $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 2.2 {#FPar5}

(\[[@CR36]\])
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### Lemma 2.3 {#FPar6}
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### Lemma 2.4 {#FPar7}
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*Let* *E* *be a uniformly convex Banach space*, *K* *be a nonempty closed convex subset of* *E*, *and* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Parallel and cyclic iterative algorithms {#Sec6}
========================================

In this section, we introduce parallel and cyclic iterative algorithms and prove the weak convergence for solving MSECFP ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) of firmly quasi-nonexpansive operators. In our algorithms, the selection of the step size does not need any prior information of the operator norms $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Algorithm 3.1 {#FPar8}
-------------
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Remark 3.1 {#FPar9}
----------

Note that in ([3.2](#Equ28){ref-type=""}) the choice of the step size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 3.1 {#FPar10}
---------
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Proof {#FPar11}
-----
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Theorem 3.1 {#FPar12}
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Proof {#FPar13}
-----
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Next, we propose the cyclic iterative algorithm for solving MSECFP ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) of firmly quasi-nonexpansive operators.

Algorithm 3.2 {#FPar14}
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Theorem 3.2 {#FPar15}
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Proof {#FPar16}
-----
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Now, we give applications of Theorem [3.1](#FPar12){ref-type="sec"} and Theorem [3.2](#FPar15){ref-type="sec"} to solve MSEP ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). Assume that the solution set *S* of MSEP ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) is nonempty. Since the orthogonal projection operator is firmly nonexpansive, by Lemma [2.4](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} we have the following results for solving MSEP ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}).
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-------------
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Corollary 3.2 {#FPar18}
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Mixed cyclic and parallel iterative algorithms {#Sec7}
==============================================

Now, for solving MSECFP ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) of firmly quasi-nonexpansive operators, we introduce two mixed iterative algorithms which combine the process of cyclic and simultaneous iterative methods. In our algorithms, the selection of the step size does not need any prior information of the operator norms $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Algorithm 4.1 {#FPar19}
-------------
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Theorem 4.1 {#FPar20}
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Proof {#FPar21}
-----
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Next, we propose another mixed cyclic and parallel iterative algorithm for solving MSECFP ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) of firmly quasi-nonexpansive operators.

Algorithm 4.2 {#FPar22}
-------------
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Similar to the proof of Theorem [4.1](#FPar20){ref-type="sec"}, we can get the following result.

Theorem 4.2 {#FPar23}
-----------
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Finally, we obtain two mixed iterative algorithms to solve MSEP ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). Assume that the solution set *S* of MSEP ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) is nonempty.
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Results and discussion {#Sec8}
======================

To avoid computing the norms of the bounded linear operators, we introduce parallel and cyclic iterative algorithms with self-adaptive step size to solve MSECFP ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) governed by firmly quasi-nonexpansive operators. We also propose two mixed iterative algorithms and do not need the norms of bounded linear operators. As applications, we obtain several iterative algorithms to solve MSEP ([1.2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}).

Conclusion {#Sec9}
==========

In this paper, we have considered MSECFP ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) of firmly quasi-nonexpansive operators. Inspired by the methods for solving SCFP ([2.1](#Equ19){ref-type=""}) and MSCFP ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), we introduce parallel and cyclic iterative algorithms for solving MSECFP ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). We also present two mixed iterative algorithms which combine the process of parallel and cyclic iterative methods. In our several iterative algorithms, the step size is chosen in a self-adaptive way and the weak convergence is proved.
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